Quickly dries out water-logged electrical, & electronic parts & systems.

Prevents short circuits in delicate electrical parts.

Protects metal parts and components from corrosion.

TRUST CORIUM FOR

Ease of Application
Wide Versatility
Outstanding Physical Properties
**SPECIAL FEATURES**

Corium Z211 Moisture Suppressant for Electrical Fittings is the superior formulation in aerosol packaging that gets under moisture to quickly evaporate water-logged systems and get you up and running again.

- Corium Z211 quickly dries out water-logged electrical and electronic parts, components and systems.
- Corium Z211 effectively prevents short circuits in delicate electrical parts.
- Corium Z211 works to protect metal parts and components from damaging corrosion.

**OUTSTANDING PROPERTIES**

Corium Z211 is the advanced formula water displacement compound that:

- Actually creeps under water, raises it from the surface and hastens its evaporation.
- Contains a water repellant that forms a thin, continuous moisture-impervious film – provides protection for months.
- Contains rust-inhibiting agents that guard against corrosion.
- Is quality formulated with selected elements that positively protect your automobiles, machinery and equipment against costly downtime – saves you time and money!

**USE FOR**

Corium Z211 is an advanced, maintenance-engineered product designed specially to solve virtually all of your electrical and electronic moisture problems. Corium Z211 contains a precisely formulated group of ingredients that combine in an easily applied, fast-working, ultra-effective product that penetrates cracks and crevices, gets under water and enables rapid evaporation.

Corium Z211 effectively and efficiently dries out water-logged electrical and electronic parts and systems and then coats the components of these systems with a water repellent that also provides protection against corrosion.

Use Corium Z211 confidently on:

- Starters
- Spark Plugs
- Generators
- Voltage Regulators
- Distributors
- Wiring
- Solenoids
- Thermostats
- Coils
- Electric Motors
- Power Tools
- Meters
- Electrical Controls
- Communications Equipment
- Stored Machinery
- and more ....